
Best Financial Ads for Advertisers in 2023
In today's digitally-driven world, the finance industry has rapidly evolved,
becoming increasingly competitive and dynamic. In this landscape,
effective advertising is crucial for financial businesses to establish a
strong brand presence, attract new clients, and maintain customer
engagement. Financial advertisements are pivotal in conveying
complex information, building trust, and driving conversions. In this blog,
we'll delve into financial advertising, explore the significance of financial
ads, and highlight the best ad formats and networks for advertisers in
2023.

Understanding the Finance Business
The finance industry encompasses a diverse range of businesses,
including banks, investment firms, insurance companies, and fintech
startups. These entities offer products and services such as banking
solutions, investment opportunities, insurance coverage, and financial
planning. Given the competitive nature of the sector, financial institutions
need to adopt innovative strategies to market their offerings and stand
out in the market effectively.

The Importance of Financial Ads
Financial advertisements serve as a bridge between businesses and
potential clients. They not only raise awareness about financial products
and services but also educate consumers about their benefits.



Additionally, well-crafted financial ads can build credibility and trust,
essential components in a sector where clients are entrusting their
hard-earned money and economic well-being.

Best Ad Formats for Financial Ads
Native Ads: Native ads seamlessly blend into the content of the platform
they're displayed on, resulting in a non-intrusive user experience. In the
finance sector, where complex information needs to be conveyed clearly,
native ads offer a conducive format. They can be presented as
informative articles, sponsored content, or even interactive infographics.

Banner Ads
Banner ads are a staple in online advertising. They come in various
sizes and can be strategically placed on websites and apps frequented
by the target audience. Banner ads can effectively highlight special
offers, new services, or important updates in finance.

Popunder Ads
While considered somewhat intrusive, popunder ads still have a place
in the finance industry when used judiciously. They can be employed to
showcase limited-time offers, investment opportunities, or services that
require immediate attention.

Social Bar Ads
Social media significantly influences consumer behavior, making social
bar ads a valuable tool for financial advertisers. These hidden bars can
be added to the top or bottom of a website, providing a constant
presence and linking to the business's social media profiles.

Video Ads
Video ads offer a dynamic way to present financial information, making
complex concepts easier to understand. They can be used to explain
investment strategies, introduce financial advisors, or share success
stories, all of which contribute to establishing trust and rapport.

Text Ads
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Text ads are concise and to the point. In finance, where clarity is
paramount, these ads can succinctly communicate the benefits of a
product or service. They are commonly used in search engine
advertising and content recommendation platforms.

Best Ad Networks for Financial Ads
1. 7Search PPC

7Search PPC is the best platform to promote finance businesses with
suitable ad formats. 7Search PPC is a pay-per-click advertising
network that allows advertisers to bid on keywords related to their
financial offerings. It's particularly effective for targeted advertising,
ensuring your ads are presented to an audience actively searching for
relevant financial information.

1. Taboola
Taboola specializes in content recommendation, making it an ideal
platform for native ads in the finance sector. Its algorithm ensures that
your content is shown to users who are likely to be interested in financial
services and products.

1. LinkedIn Advertising
For B2B financial services, LinkedIn Advertising provides a professional
platform to connect with decision-makers and industry professionals.
Sponsored content, sponsored InMail and display ads can all be utilized
effectively on this platform.

1. Google Ads
Google Ads is a versatile platform that covers various ad formats,
including search ads, display ads, and video ads. Its vast reach and
targeting options make it suitable for finance businesses aiming to reach
a broad audience.

Conclusion
In the dynamic landscape of the finance industry, effective advertising is
a key factor in achieving business success. Financial businesses can
effectively communicate their offerings, educate their audience, and
establish lasting trust through a careful selection of ad formats and
strategic placement on suitable ad networks. As technology continues to
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advance, staying attuned to the best practices in financial advertising
will be crucial for maintaining a competitive edge in 2023 and beyond.
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